STATISTICS FINANCIAL ADVISORS
SHOULD UNDERSTAND ABOUT
WORKING WITH WIDOWS
A survey for The American College State Farm Center
for Women and Financial Services examined widows
and the extent to which they:
• chose to stay with their financial advisor after their spouse’s death
• chose to work with a new advisor, or,
• chose not to work with an advisor at all

The survey also studied the reasons behind the
decisions that were made. Read on for critical insights
about advising this distinct consumer segment.

54%

of widows RETAIN
their advisor after a
spouse’s death.

46%

54% 46%

of widows LEAVE
their advisor after
their spouse dies.

OF THOSE WHO LEAVE THEIR ADVISOR,
switch to a
NEW ADVISOR,
but

76%

24%

drop their advisor and
become ALTOGETHER
UNADVISED.

WHY DO WIDOWS
LEAVE THEIR
ADVISORS?

WHY DO WIDOWS
STAY WITH THEIR
ADVISORS?

Widows were asked to identify the top
reasons they switched or dropped their
advisor. Understanding why widows leave
can help you prevent losing them as clients.

Widows were surveyed about the top
reasons they continued working with their
advisor. Understanding the primary
reasons widows stay can help you take the
necessary steps to retain them after losing
a spouse.

55%

99%

felt they could do better ON THEIR OWN.

kept their advisor because of a trusted and
WELL-ESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIP.

39%

97%

didn’t have a GOOD RELATIONSHIP
with their advisor.

stayed with their advisor because the
ADVISOR WAS KNOWLEDGEABLE.

38%

96%

said their advisor wasn’t
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED.

stayed with their advisor because
they felt the advisor was
AVAILABLE TO THEM.

36%

95%

felt their advisor was UNHELPFUL.

kept the same advisor because they
FELT THEY UNDERSTOOD THEM.

36%

92%

left because their advisor
DIDN’T UNDERSTAND THEM.

continued working with their advisor
because the advisor took the time to
EDUCATE THEM ABOUT THEIR
FINANCIAL OPTIONS.

WHAT ARE WIDOWS
MOST CONCERNED ABOUT?
Many widows have similar worries and requirements — understanding these needs
can help you be a valuable asset worthy of retaining their business (or acquiring it).

21%

23%

of widows are worried about
AFFORDING NURSING HOME
OR LONG-TERM CARE.

are concerned about
LOSING THEIR HOME
AS THEY AGE.

57%

are worried about having someone to
TAKE CARE OF THEM IN OLD AGE.

63%
question their ability to
SAVE FOR RETIREMENT.

20%

20%

wish they had been more
doubt their ability to make
aware or knowledgeable
prudent financial and
about financial matters
investments decisions
BEFORE THEIR SPOUSE DIED.
ON THEIR OWN.

Widows need your guidance and advice as they embark on an independent financial
future. Advisors who can empathetically, respectfully, and confidently help them
navigate the unknown landscape of widowhood have a lucrative and fulfilling career
opportunity. Are you prepared to be the trusted resource so many of your clients and
future clients will need?
The Chartered Financial Consultant® (ChFC®) designation equips you with the expertise
and skills necessary to handle even the most complex financial scenarios. Update and
expand your existing financial planning knowledge base while also gaining
comprehensive proficiencies across core and modern financial topics.

Read How the ChFC® is a Game Changer in Advancing
Your Financial Planning Career to learn more.
DOWNLOAD YOUR GUIDE
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